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a b s t r a c t

The growth and ubiquity of the Internet have changed the world in numerous ways, one of which
is giving rise to the necessity of being vigilant about information security and cyber threats. As
threat actors have become more sophisticated and new threats are emerging constantly, meeting
information security objectives requires taking advantage of the latest technologies and tools. This
paper focuses on a popular technology that can improve the way security is achieved: software-defined
networking (SDN). Thanks to its flexibility, cost efficiency, and suitability for incremental deployment,
SDN provides a practical means of developing effective security solutions. Through an extensive survey
of the literature, we develop a taxonomy for SDN-based solutions to common attack types, identify
the security primitives utilized in these studies, and categorize proposals by cyber threat category.
Furthermore, we present a quantitative evaluation of the reviewed studies according to threat category,
defense type, strategy, techniques, and deployment details. Finally, we discuss various challenges and
potential research questions to be investigated in this area.

© 2020 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Modern technologies enabling constant connectivity have
haped the current communication patterns, which in turn lead
o increasing demands from the underlying technologies. Internet
sers expect high connection speed, availability, accessibility,
obility support, and foolproof security from their providers.
owever, popular technologies such as cloud computing, smart
evices, and Internet of things (IoT) have caused new security
isks as much as they have enhanced our lives. New threats and
ttack vectors are emerging with every new communication tech-
ology, platform, and tool. In the first quarter of 2019, more than
5 million new malware instances were detected and total mal-
are count has reached nearly 1 billion [1]. Furthermore, more
han 46000 variations of crypto-ransomware were detected and
2 new crypto-ransomware families were discovered in 2019 [2].
n addition to malware, other threats like distributed denial of
ervice (DDoS), sniffing/eavesdropping, web application attacks,
nd advanced persistent threats (APTs) are also increasing. For
xample, the Mirai botnet consisting of IoT devices was identified
n August 2016 [3] and has grown considerably since then.

In traditional networks, there are different security solutions
e.g., firewall, unified threat management, deep packet inspection,
ntrusion prevention system) to prevent, detect, and mitigate
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cyber threats. Many of these solutions are offered as specialized
hardware appliances, and their deployment locations are care-
fully determined. Such security solutions have a constraint that
their locations and functions are fixed and cannot be changed
dynamically. Besides, certain defensive actions such as traffic
redirection, honeypot deployment, and network separation are
costly and unstable in such networks. Management and config-
uration of networks are highly complex, challenging, and time
consuming tasks [4]. As an emerging paradigm, software-defined
networking (SDN) simplifies and improves network management
by providing highly flexible networks based on the principle of
separating control and data planes [5]. SDN offers network pro-
grammability through protocols such as OpenFlow [6], reduces
the need for custom network devices, and enables implementing
new network algorithms and protocols at the control layer with-
out changing network devices [5]. For these reasons, it provides
an ideal platform to develop and test new security solutions.

A growing interest exists for preventive response and proac-
tive cyber defense approaches against cyber threats such as zero
day attacks, DDoS, malware, etc. [7]. Manually identifying, analyz-
ing, and then preventing and defending against all cyber threat
types is highly difficult. For this reason, sharing cyber threat
information has great importance for organizations and various
cyber threat intelligence (CTI) data formats are defined such as
STIX (Structured Threat Information eXpression) [8], IODEF (The
Incident Object Description Exchange Format) [9], OpenIoC (Open
Indicators of Compromise) [10] to enable sharing CTI. CTI data
define threat indicators collected from multiple sources and may
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explain courses of action to deal with these threats [7]. Moreover,
CTI data can be used for managing risks to evaluate cyber threats,
simulating cyber attacks, and taking precautions to prevent them.

Research works considering SDN and cyber security together
have been roughly clustered under four categories: automated
derivation of secure SDN configurations, secure operations in SDN
environments, SDN-based security, and secure architectures for
SDN [11]. Among these, attacks on SDN and SDN-based defense
actions against attacks are the most common research topics [12].
The scope of this survey paper is the latter: the use of SDN
technology to strengthen cyber defense. To this end, we have
conducted a systematic review of the network security literature
with a focus on cyber threat categories, which can be defined in
and extracted from CTI data, and analyzed the SDN-based defense
methods against each type of threat. New attacks exclusively
targeting SDN infrastructures and defense methods specifically
against these attacks are outside the scope of the paper. In ad-
dition, while SDN provides improved attack detection capability
thanks to the global view of the centralized controller, the cyber
security benefits of SDN can only be fully realized by solutions
taking advantage of its other important properties which facil-
itate and strengthen attack prevention and response, such as
the ease of making changes to routing and resource allocation,
the ability to filter packets or modify packet headers using flow
rules on switches, etc. Thus, we seek studies proposing attack
prevention and/or mitigation techniques using the features of
SDN. Studies that present approaches for detection along with
prevention and/or mitigation are included in our reviews, how-
ever, studies proposing solely detection methods for cyber attacks
are excluded. In short, we present an extensive survey of SDN-
based mitigation and prevention solutions against a variety of
common attack types in this paper.

In the literature, several surveys [13–20] have been conducted
on SDN-based network security. These surveys review studies on
both SDN-based network security and the security of the SDN ar-
chitecture, so they would be helpful for researchers who are look-
ing for both of these topics. However, each survey categorizes and
reviews SDN-based security solutions using a different taxonomy,
as shown in Table 1. The main categories of these taxonomies
are generally solution-oriented or security requirement-oriented.
Only the study by Swami et al. [21] includes a threat-oriented
taxonomy and reviews SDN-based defense solutions against DDoS
attacks according to three threat categories: flooding, amplifica-
tion and application-layer attacks. On the other hand, our study
presents more threat types covering a much wider spectrum of
attacks, which are listed in the last row of Table 1, and reviews
relevant studies proposing mitigation and/or prevention methods
against these cyber threats. Therefore, the distinguishing features
and the novelty of the current study are twofold: It classifies
existing studies by cyber threat category and highlights their
similarities and differences in terms of defense objectives, meth-
ods, and deployment details. Furthermore, it breaks down the
approach in each study into its building blocks and identifies
SDN-based network defense primitives commonly employed to
deal with each type of cyber threat. As a result, researchers and
security professionals reading this paper can easily review and
contrast different approaches to a certain type of threat at the
granularity they desire.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 pro-
vides a brief overview of CTI and SDN. Section 3 defines the cyber
threat categorization used in this paper by discussing different
taxonomies in the literature. SDN-based cyber defense solutions
are categorized by type of attack and analyzed in Section 4. In
Section 5, an overall taxonomy and various statistics regarding
the reviewed studies are presented, and SDN-based defense prim-
itives are evaluated based on how they are utilized in these
studies. Section 6 highlights the gaps in the current literature,
and discusses some challenges as well as potential future research
directions. Finally, Section 7 summarizes and concludes the paper.
Fig. 1. Cyber threat intelligence sources for organizations.

2. Background

In this study, we first categorize cyber threats by examin-
ing the literature and cyber threat intelligence data, and then
identify network defense mechanisms used against these threats
in software-defined networks. The following subsections pro-
vide background on creating, sharing and using cyber threat
intelligence (CTI), and summarize the fundamentals of software-
defined networking (SDN).

2.1. Cyber threat intelligence

In general, cyber threat intelligence is defined as evidence
that is gathered and verified from multiple sources in order to
take action to protect specific targets against cyber threats [7,22].
Cyber threat intelligence process consists of five phases [22]:

1. Planning and directing of process,
2. Collecting potentially useful raw data from relevant sources

via human intelligence, open source intelligence, signal
intelligence, imagery intelligence and measurement and
signature,

3. Processing of collected data into a standardized format for
detailed analysis,

4. Analyzing processed data to identify threats and to find
suitable countermeasures,

5. Disseminating the results in the context of cyber threat
information and indicators so that appropriate protective
measures can be taken.

Organizations can obtain CTI data from three different sources
(Fig. 1). The first source of CTI data is internal capabilities. All
security devices and events are collected and analyzed by per-
sonnel. But this process is time-consuming, labor-intensive, and
potentially error-prone [22]. Alternatively, organizations can re-
ceive CTI data from commercial or open community sources. The
third way of obtaining CTI data is sharing among partner orga-
nizations, such as different government institutions or private
companies.

With the increase of cyber threat types and threat vectors,
incidents of cyber attacks are also increasing. As a result, secu-
rity concerns of organizations and governments have reached a
critical level. In the traditional network defense approach, cy-
ber threats are collected, identified, grouped by IT experts and
countermeasures are taken to neutralize the identified threats.
Nowadays, using up-to-date information about the intentions and
capabilities of cyber attackers has become a necessity to be able
to use proactive cyber defense approaches [7]. New approaches
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able 1
ategories of SDN-based security solutions as defined in related surveys.
Survey Review taxonomy Review categories

Alsmadi and Xu [13] Security controls Firewalls, access control, IDS/IPS, policy management, monitoring and auditing, mobile security control, Wi-Fi
networks, privacy protection, security controls of BYOD (bring your own device), security control of open labs

Ahmad et al. [14] Security type Flow sampling, packet sampling, IPS, firewall, flow-based IDS, network resilience, security monitoring,
network monitoring, flow rule verification, configuration verification, controller availability

Security
requirements

Access control, authentication, non-repudiation, data confidentiality, communication security, data integrity,
availability, privacy

Scott-Hayward et al. [15] Security
enhancements

Collect–detect–protect, traffic analysis & rule updating, DoS/DDoS protection, middlebox architectures &
services, authentication–authorization–accounting, secure–scalable multi tenancy

Shaghaghi et al. [17] SDN-based
security services

Intrusion prevention systems, privacy-enhancing services, security middleboxes, protecting cloud services,
secure data offloading, IoT security, other

Rawat and Reddy [18] SDN security
solutions

SDN as IDS/IPS, SDN for anomaly detection, SDN for DDoS attack detection and prevention

Chica et al. [19] Network security Threat detection, attack remediation, identity and access management, network state monitoring and analysis

Farris et al. [20] SDN-based
security features

Traffic isolation, security network monitoring through centralized visibility, dynamic flow control, host and
routing obfuscation, security network programmability

Swami et al. [21] DDoS defense by
SDN

Statistical/policy based defense, machine learning based defense, application specific defense

Our study Cyber threat
categories

Scanning attacks, spoofing attacks, network-level denial of service (DoS) attacks, sniffing attacks, malware and
social engineering attacks, web application attacks
must be developed to organize information about attackers’ activ-
ities, utilities, malware and other indicators of compromise [10].
For this purpose, specifications for creating and sharing cyber
threat intelligence (CTI) data have been defined. Some of the
most common specifications are STIX [8], OpenIoC [10], TAXII [23]
(Trusted Automated eXchange of Intelligence Information), and
CybOX [24] (Cyber Observable eXpression). However, CTI data
shared according to these specifications are currently being used
in a way that is mainly meaningful to humans [25,26]. Most CTI
data do not include machine-actionable course of actions for de-
fined threats, and organizations process CTI data and update their
security policies via updating the rules of firewalls, end-point
protection systems, intrusion prevention systems (IPS), etc.

2.2. Software-defined networking (SDN)

Traditional networks are complex and can be hard to man-
ge. Configuring networks according to organizational policies
nd managing changes are difficult processes. Furthermore, con-
rol planes and data planes of current networks are vertically
ntegrated [27], which makes it harder to maintain network de-
ices [5]. Software-defined networking is an architecture that
nables flexible management of computer networks via separat-
ng the data forwarding plane and control plane. Key features
f SDN include providing logically centralized management and
rogrammable interfaces with open standards, improved network
witch management protocols, the ability to easily create virtual-
zed logical networks, and enabling the use of centralized moni-
oring modules [15]. SDN is widely used in data centers, backbone
etworks, enterprise networks and wireless networks because of
ts flexibility, programmability and easier maintenance [28].

SDN architecture consists of three layers and inter-layer com-
unication interfaces as shown in Fig. 2 [29]. The SDN switch

1) in the data layer forwards incoming traffic (2) according to
he rules in its programmable flow tables and collects statistical
nformation about traffic passing through it. If an incoming packet
oes not match any of the rules in flow tables, the SDN switch
akes the default action of forwarding the packet to the SDN
ontroller (3) on the control layer via the southbound interface
4). The SDN controller decides what to do for the packets coming
rom the SDN switches and defines new flow rules (forward,
pdate, drop, etc.) for the switches. Using the southbound inter-
ace, the controller can also collect statistical information from
Fig. 2. Software defined network architecture.

the switches periodically or on demand. There can be multiple
SDN controllers on the control layer. In this case, the controllers
communicate with each other via the east–west interface (5).
Applications (6) in the application layer (network security, traffic
monitoring, etc.) can make changes on the network or monitor
the network through the controller via the northbound interface
(7).

SDN is an exciting realm for cyber security because its features
such as programmability and centralization of control enable
both better defense mechanisms as well as more dangerous at-
tacks [29–32]. In fact, the recent literature contains some devas-
tating attacks [33,34] on SDN systems, and also a large body of
SDN-based defense solutions, many of which will be discussed in
the coming sections. Beyond more traditional and widely studied
domains such as ISP networks and the cloud, SDN has been pro-
posed as a force for improved security in other domains like smart
grids [35,36] and industrial networks [37]. This study approaches
the SDN-assisted security literature in a threat-oriented manner.
We will first present a discussion on categorizing cyber threats,
followed by a broad survey on defense proposals utilizing SDN.
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3. Threat categories based on CTI

Cyber threat is a malicious action to access and control any
computer network, information technology (IT) (e.g., computer,
mobile phone) or operational technology (OT) device (e.g., pro-
grammable logic controllers (PLC), supervisory control and data
acquisition systems (SCADA)).

New cyber threat vectors appear every day, and preventive
and defensive actions that tackle these new cyber threat types be-
come more complex. Behaviors and resources that attackers use
to carry out their attacks are defined as TTP (tactics, techniques,
and procedures) in STIX v1.2.1 [38], In STIX v2.1 specification [8],
the same concept is represented in a different way: TTP type
in the previous version is divided into attack pattern, malware
and tool object types. An attack pattern is an abstraction method
for defining how a type of attack is executed [39]. Attack pat-
tern is useful for defining current or new attack vectors. CAPEC
(Common Attack Pattern Enumeration and Classification) [40] is
a publicly available catalog of common attack patterns classi-
fied for describing related attacks and sharing information about
threats. Besides, MITRE ATT&CK (MITRE Adversarial Tactics, Tech-
niques, and Common Knowledge) [41] defines common tactics,
techniques, and procedures that advanced persistent threats use
against enterprise networks.

Network and computer security taxonomies aim to classify cy-
ber security threats. There is not a specific approach for present-
ing these taxonomies verbally [42]. In the literature, cyber threat
categorization and taxonomy studies used different terminologies
and reviewed the literature from different perspectives [42–47].
Earlier cyber security taxonomies are based on vulnerabilities
rather than attacks and they are explained historically in [43,47]
from 2001 back to 1975. Jin et al. [44] review categorization
studies published in the years 1976–2008. Canbek et al. [42] sum-
marize 28 security taxonomies about attacks, incidents, malware,
threat, and vulnerabilities from 1993 to 2015.

Web attacks, reconnaissance, DoS, service specific attacks and
known bad sources have emerged as the most common net-
work attacks [48]. The most observed threats in organizations
are phishing (72% of respondents), spyware (50% of respondents),
ransomware (49% of respondents) and Trojans (47% of respon-
dents) [49]. The same report notes that phishing has the greatest
impact, and DDoS and APT have a greater impact than Trojans or
spyware.

Cyber attack categorization studies in the literature are shown
Table 2. Analyzing cyber attacks in Table 2, we can make the
following inferences:

• Attack taxonomy has been an active research area since
1975 and there is no consensus on cyber attack names.

• The granularity of cyber attack categorizations is not consis-
tent.

• Most attack types are common (i.e., DoS, scanning, spoofing)
in studies.

• Categories for the same attacks may change between studies
depending on the focus of research.

The studies in Table 2 are not restricted to CTI data usage.
In general, cyber attacks can be handled within networks or end
devices. This study focuses on cyber threats that can be defined
in CTI data, and actions that can be taken on a network. Threat
categories used in this study are derived from attacks defined
in Table 2, which are categorized and aligned based on network
defense according to CTI data models. Threats are defined in
CTI data with varying specificity, so it is important to construct
a categorization to organize cyber threats. Most studies in the
literature focus on specific cyber threats and propose defense
solutions against them. In Table 3, we provide a list of common

threats encountered in CTI data, and group them under different
categories based on the relationships among them to present our
investigation in a more structured way. Each category is defined
to be comprehensive enough to exist as an attack class on its
own, and also specific enough to exhibit meaningful differences
from other categories in both attack methodology and proposed
defense mechanisms against it. The cyber threat categories in Ta-
ble 3 include but are not limited to the threats listed in the Cyber
Threats column of the table. We should also note that certain
complex attacks such as APTs and large-scale DDoS attacks may
involve threats from multiple categories in the table. Such attacks
usually require a multipronged defense mechanism combining
different defense approaches. These issues are discussed in more
detail in the next section.

4. SDN-based cyber defense solutions

In this section, we systematically investigate SDN-based attack
prevention and mitigation methodologies, techniques, and pro-
cedures. We review the proposals in the literature and discuss
them in the appropriate subsection according to the cyber threat
categories given in Table 3. When selecting studies from the
literature, we have considered the criteria listed below:

• Study must propose a methodology, technique, or procedure
to defend networks using SDN. Papers that only review
other studies have been excluded.

• Study must propose a prevention and/or mitigation strategy
for at least one cyber threat category listed in Table 3. Our
goal is to review and discuss how SDN capabilities can be
used to protect networks proactively and respond to threats
in an agile manner. To this end, studies proposing solely
detection approaches for cyber attacks are largely excluded
from our research. Studies that present approaches for de-
tection along with prevention and mitigation are included
and reviewed.

• Studies which primarily focus on new ways of attacking the
SDN infrastructure have been excluded.

• SDN-based network defense approaches have not been com-
monly applied to cyber threats in the Other threat category
in Table 3. Therefore, this category is out of scope in this
work.

Each of the following subsections focuses on one type of
threat and classifies relevant studies by defense type, applied SDN
actions, and deployment locations/layers. If a study focuses on
more than one cyber threat category, it is shown only in the
most relevant subsection and a reference is given to the study
in other subsections. Each subsection has a summary table with
five columns: name of study, defense type, description, approach,
and deployment.

• Name of study: The name of the proposed methodology,
technique, or procedure is given in this column. If the study
does not mention a name for the proposed approach, the
reference number is used.

• Defense type: The proposed methodology, technique, or pro-
cedure is categorized as prevention, detection, or mitigation.
More than one defense type can be used in a study.

• Description: A summary of the proposed defense mechanism
is provided in this column.

• Approach: SDN-based defense approaches are classified in
Table 4 under three main categories. One or more of the
defense approaches listed in Table 4 are assigned to studies
in summary tables in the following subsections.

• Deployment: Deployment locations of the proposed solution
are listed in each table based on Fig. 3. Most solutions
propose new modules/components in the architecture or

modifications to existing components.
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tudies for cyber attack categorization and defined cyber attacks.
Focus of study Defined cyber attacks

Attack vectors, attack targets,
vulnerabilities [43]

Attack vector dimension (virus, worm, trojan, buffer overflow, DoS attack, spoofing, session hijacking, wireless network
attack, web application attack, physical attack, password attack, information gathering attack, blended attack)

Attack vectors, targets, impacts
[45]

Attack vector (misconfiguration, kernel flaws, design flaws, buffer overflows, insufficient authentication validation, insufficient
input validation, symbolic link, file descriptor attack, race condition, incorrect permissions, social engineering)

End point threat categories [49] Phishing, ransomware, DDoS, APT, privilege escalation, trojan, web application attack, blended threat, spyware, rootkits,
man-in-the-middle attack, chained exploits, key logger, malware, kernel mode exploits

End point threat categories [50] Targeted attacks (espionage, subversion, sabotage), email attacks (phishing, malware, spam), web attacks, ransomware

Taxonomy for network and
computer attacks based on
responses [51]

Infection phase (virus, worm, trojan), exploding (buffer overflow), probe (sniffing, port mapping, security scanning), cheat (IP
spoofing, MAC spoofing, DNS (Domain Name System) spoofing, session hijacking, cross-site scripting (XSS), hidden area
operations, input parameter cheating), traverse (brute force, dictionary attack, doorknob attack), concurrency (flooding, DDoS)

Methods of operations [52] Operational impact (misuse of resources, user compromise, web compromise, malware, DoS)

Pattern based security threats for
distributed systems [53]

Network communications attacks (i.e., passive and active eavesdropping, source spoofing, protocol sniffing, covert network
channel, session hijacking), passing illegal data (injection), remote information inference (scanning, probing, information
disclosure, data inference), uncontrolled operations (i.e., unauthorized access, spoofing privileged processes, process overflow)

Taxonomy of network security
tools [54]

Trojans, DoS, DDoS, packet forging attack, browser attacks (XSS, XSS request forgery), server attacks (protocol attack, SQL
injection, code injection, buffer error, URL misinterpretation), fingerprinting attack, user attack (user to remote, remote to
local), sniffing, network scanning

Taxonomy for routing system
intrusion detection [55]

Attack layer (sniffing, traffic flood, spoofing, MAC address table overflow, routing spoofing, DoS, management protocol attack,
imprecise management), Attack vector (virus, worm, buffer overflow, physical attack, password attack, information gathering)
Table 3
Cyber threat categorization used in this study.
Category Cyber threats

Scanning attacks Network scanning, probing/fingerprinting attack [1,43,51,53,54]

Spoofing attacks IP address spoofing, ARP (Address Resolution Protocol) spoofing, DNS spoofing, MAC (Media Access Control) address table
overflow, routing spoofing, network management protocol attack, wireless network attack, SSL/TLS attack, man-in-the-middle
attack [43,49,51,53–56]

Network-Level DoS attacks DDoS, UDP flood, SYN flood, ping of death, teardrop attack, low-rate DoS attack, ICMP flood, DNS attack, traffic flood
[1,43,45,49,51–55]

Sniffing attacks Identity information sniffing, information gathering attack, information disclosure attack, covert network channel, credential
compromise, eavesdropping, espionage [43,50,51,53–55]

Malware and social engineering
attacks

Ransomware, worm, trojan, adware, key logger, spyware, virus, malicious scripts, browser attacks, spam, phishing,
spear-phishing, whaling attack, URL misinterpretation attack [1,43,45,49–52,54–56]

Web application attacks Application-level DoS attack, XSS, illegal input parameter attack, injection attack (SQL, command, LDAP injection), cross site
request forgery (CSRF), authentication and session management attacks, session hijacking, misconfiguration exploits, brute
force attacks, misuse of application [43,45,49,50,52–54,56]

Other (Hardware, Operating
system, and Process attacks)

Memory-based attacks, privilege escalation, buffer overflow, kernel-mode exploits, rootkits, process exploits, hardware
backdoor, APT, blended threats, chained exploits, password attack [1,43,45,49–52,54–56]
The reviewed studies follow different cyber defense strategies,
hich can be defined as the high-level planning and directing
f cyber defense operations. In the SDN-based network security
omain, defense strategies can be grouped under the following
ategories:

• Policy Based Defense Strategy: In SDN-based networks, it is
easier to define security policies dynamically using system
properties and network statistics than in traditional net-
works where most security mechanisms are managed using
static security policies.

• Machine Learning Based Defense Strategy: Machine learning
methods are used to detect attacks and generate security
rules to respond to threats.

• Moving Target Defense Strategy: One or more network system
properties are changed to make the attack surface unpre-
dictable to adversaries.

• Collaborative/Distributed Defense Strategy: Multiple network
domains collaboratively share cyber threats and defend
against attacks.

The rest of this section presents a detailed review of SDN-
ased defense solutions against each threat category, along with
n overall assessment and a summary table at the end of each
ubsection.
Fig. 3. Deployment locations of SDN-based defense solutions.
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Table 4
Cyber defense approaches.
Category Approach Short name Description

Traffic blocking

Drop packet DROP Drop packet according to match rule

Blacklist BLACKLIST Drop packets which have source or destination address in blacklist

Network separation NETWORK-SEP Drop all packets from/to specific host (quarantine) or manage separated networks

Network and data protection

Network access control NAC Unauthorized hosts or flows are not allowed, hosts must authenticate initially

Rate limit RATE-LIMIT Change bandwidth of specific network traffic

Change flow route REROUTE-FLOW Change routing path of specific network traffic

Reroute on multiple paths REROUTE-MPATH Send parts of flows on different routes

Deploy random decoys RANDOM-DECOY Deploy random honeypots or honeynets

Encrypt payload PAYLOAD-ENC Encrypt payload of traffic

Deception

Different virtual view VIRTUAL-VIEW Generate different network views per host

Modify header HEADER-MOD Update information in packet headers

Modify address/port ADDRESS-MOD Change and maintain MAC addresses, IP addresses or port information in packets

Modify payload PAYLOAD-MOD Change or distort information in payload data

Send to decoy SEND-TO-DECOY Reroute traffic to honeypot or honeynet
4.1. Defense against network scanning attacks

Cyber attacks often start with reconnaissance to gather in-
ormation about potential targets and to identify vulnerabilities.
canning a network to identify active devices and open ports is
critical step in the reconnaissance effort. Maintaining a unique
etwork view for each host (VIRTUAL-VIEW) through changing
P addresses or port information in packets (ADDRESS-MOD) and
istorting information in payload data (PAYLOAD-MOD) are the
ost common defense approaches to deal with network scanning
ttacks. Among these, VIRTUAL-VIEW is the most comprehensive
pproach to tackle scanning. Achleitner et al. [16,57] propose
network deception system, named RDS (Reconnaissance De-

eption System), to defend against reconnaissance attacks. RDS
locks network reconnaissance by delaying the scanning actions
f adversaries and invalidating their collected information. RDS
anages different virtual network views for each host in the
etwork, and takes actions for DNS, ARP, DHCP (Dynamic Host
onfiguration Protocol) and data transmission packets. The au-
hors claim that RDS protects the network from reconnaissance
ttacks and can help to detect/respond to advanced persistent
hreats (APT).

Chiang et al. [58] present another adaptive cyber deception
ystem called ACyDS. ACyDS provides different virtual network
iews to each host in the network dynamically in coordination
ith DNS and DHCP servers. The TTL field in IP headers is used to
anage virtual views, and honeypots are deployed randomly into
ach virtual view. The authors argue that the proposed approach
eters reconnaissance, prevents collisions, and increases the like-
ihood and confidence of detecting attackers. Robertson et al. [59]
ropose a similar deception system, named CINDAM (Customized
nformation Networks for Deception and Attack Mitigation) that
revents attacks by creating per-host views. They claim that the
roposed system can make it harder to attack a network without
ffecting network operations and modifying client or server soft-
are. On the other hand, these two papers do not give detailed

nformation about network reconnaissance or evaluate different
ttack strategies.
ADDRESS-MOD is another common defense approach against

etwork scanning attacks. Jafarian et al. [60] present OpenFlow
andom Host Mutation (OF-RHM) based on moving target de-
ense to transparently mutate IP addresses with high unpre-
ictability and rate. Their SDN controller frequently assigns a
andom virtual IP to each host. The real IP is not changed and the
utation is transparent to end hosts. Named hosts are reachable

ia the virtual IP addresses acquired from the DNS server. Only
authorized entities can use real IP addresses of hosts. The authors
report that OF-RHM can invalidate the information gathering of
external scanners up to 99%, save up to 90% of network hosts
from even zero-day unknown worms and other scanning-based
attacks. Moreover, they claim that the proposed architecture de-
fends against stealthy scanning and worms. Jafarian et al. [61]
propose other techniques that enable host-to-IP binding of each
destination host to vary randomly across the network based
on the source identity and time. Source identity and time ran-
domization will invalidate attackers’ view of the network by
causing the collected reconnaissance information to expire. In
other works, Jafarian et al. [62,63] present IP address random-
ization techniques that adaptively reconfigure the addresses of
network hosts in order to defeat scanning attacks transparently.
With the proposed technique, fast and accurate hypothesis test-
ing is conducted for characterizing adversarial behavior, and a
very fast IP randomization is applied onto both legacy networks
and software-defined networks.

Ma et al. [64] propose a self-adaptive endpoint hopping tech-
nique (SEHT) using moving target defense (MTD). The proposed
technique is composed of a randomization controller, hopping
switches, and hopping endpoint components managing Ethernet
frames using TAP under Linux. Randomization controller moni-
tors failed network requests, detects the type of network scanning
strategy, selects the hopping strategy, and collaborates with hop-
ping switch and hopping endpoint components to implement the
selected hopping strategy for a predefined period. They claim that
SEHT can thwart different types of scanning attacks. With a differ-
ent perspective, MacFarland and Shue [65] present a host based
moving target defense technique that tries to guarantee only for
unmodified clients while avoiding scalability limitations. They
evaluated their technique using unpredictability, vastness, peri-
odicity, uniqueness, revocability, availability and distinguishabil-
ity parameters. They argue that the suggested technique pro-
vides key security properties and allow defenders to distinguish
between trustworthy and untrustworthy clients.

Wang et al. [66] propose a network defense method based
on random domain name and address mutation (RDAM). Do-
main names of all hosts are periodically changed using dynamic
domain name generation, which increases the scanning space
of the attacker and reduces the probability of reaching targets
using DNS query list and time window methods. They claim that
the proposed method can thwart scanning attacks and worm
propagation. In another study based on moving target defense,
Wang and Wu [67] present Sniffer Reflector to defend against

network reconnaissance. Their method reflects scan traffic to a
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hadow network where scan replies are generated and obfuscated
sing virtualization. They argue that Sniffer Reflector is effective
nd efficient in spoiling various network reconnaissance attacks.
Zhao et al. [68] claim that fingerprinting attacks are one of

he most severe network threats. These attacks aim to obtain
nformation about target hosts to make preparations for fu-
ure attacks. The authors propose SDN-based fingerprint hopping
ethod (FPH) to defend against fingerprinting attacks. FPH uses

he moving target defense approach to show a hopping finger-
rint toward attackers. A game model is defined in the study and
sed to model fingerprinting attacks. An optimal defense strat-
gy is generated with the equilibrium of the game. Kampanakis
t al. [69] propose methods for host/port scanning attacks, and
perating system or service fingerprinting attacks. Each packet is
uffered to ensure consistent behavior, returned random answers
or requests, and added random delays in proxied TCP hand-
hakes. The authors claim that the proposed methods result in
large delay overhead for attackers attempting service discovery
nd 100%–200% overhead for port scanning and operating system
ingerprinting attacks.

Shin et al. [70] propose a framework called FRESCO to develop
ecurity applications using SDN and present security applications
or scanning attack, malware, botnet detection and mitigation.
sing the FRESCO scripting language, applications can define
onstraint-based actions for flows such as drop, forward, redirect,
irror, network separation, etc. The authors report that FRESCO

ntroduces minimal overhead and enables rapid development of
opular security functions with fewer lines of code.
Scanning is usually a precursor to other types of attacks. Cabaj

t al. [71] present an SDN-based security framework to detect
nd mitigate TCP SYN-based scanning attacks on the Internet of
adio Light (IoRL) system designed according to 5G architectural
equirements. As such systems become more widespread over
ime, SDN will be a powerful tool for developing solutions that
an meet the stringent security requirements of 5G.

ighlights: Scanning is a very important step in complex attacks
because it provides the attacker with valuable information about
the target network. A common goal in the defense against scan-
ning is to either obfuscate the attacker’s view of the network
or deceive them into attacking the wrong target. To this end,
deception-oriented techniques such as moving target defense and
honeypots are popular as preventive measures in the reviewed
studies. In terms of the defense strategy, 11 of the 16 propos-
als discussed in this subsection follow a moving target defense
strategy. As seen in Table 5, most proposals use at least one of
the following three defensive actions: presenting virtual views to
users, deploying decoys, and packet modifications.

Defensive mechanisms against scanning are threatened by a
ew paradigm called adversarial network forensics [34], which
nfers the details of flow rules in an SDN with high accuracy
sing only a few probing packets. With this kind of information,
ttackers would be able to craft more dangerous attacks that can
efeat the countermeasures. Since this approach to scanning is a
airly recent development, the literature lacks effective methods
o neutralize it. New defense proposals should be aware of the
act that the SDN infrastructure may be susceptible to adver-
arial network forensics, and devise methods to make networks
esistant to it.

.2. Defense against spoofing attacks

Spoofing typically takes advantage of the lack of authentica-
ion in major networking protocols, and is commonly employed
n attacks such as DDoS and man-in-the-middle. Sahri and Oka-
ura [72–74] focus on DDoS attacks targeting DNS servers. These
ttacks usually perform IP address spoofing and are hard to detect
due to the difficulty of distinguishing a legitimate query and an
attacker for the DNS provider. The authors present an SDN based
mechanism, named CAuth, that autonomously blocks the spoofed
query packet while authenticating legitimate DNS queries. When
a query is sent to a server, an authentication packet is sent
back to the client by the controller, which then replies with an
authentication packet back to the controller. The controller only
forwards the query to the DNS server if it receives the authentica-
tion packet from the client. This mechanism is designed with no
changes in the existing DNS application and OpenFlow protocol.
The authors argue that their method can differentiate between
legitimate and attack packets before they reach the DNS server
using only 1.2 times higher bandwidth on average compared to
the situation with no such protection.

Several works focus on ARP spoofing and propose solutions to
defend against it. Masoud et al. [75] highlight that many network
attacks such as man-in-the-middle, DoS, and session hijacking
start with ARP spoofing and propose an algorithm to solve this
problem using SDN. The algorithm considers dynamic and static
IP address assignments and verifies IP addresses. Cox et al. [76]
present an SDN security module, called Network Flow Guard for
ARP (NFGA) that augments MAC-learning protocols on OpenFlow-
enabled switches. The module hashes the physical address of a
node with dynamic or static IP and port association to deny ARP
spoofing in real time. They claim that no change is required in the
network topology or protocols, and no client software installation
is needed.

Nehra et al. [77] present a method for verification and detec-
tion of ARP based attacks, named Traffic Pattern Based Solution
to ARP Related Threats (FICUR). In the proposed method, a cus-
tomized SDN controller collects required network parameters
and analyzes these parameters to verify and detect the attacks.
Moreover, mitigation is also performed on the fly using SDN
capabilities. The authors evaluate their method on both simulated
and real environments to conclude that it adds a limited over-
head to the network. Ubaid et al. [78] point out that a limited
number of SDN devices can be deployed among legacy devices in
organization networks because of budget constraints and limited
skills. They propose a technique to automatically detect the attack
condition and mitigate ARP spoofing in hybrid SDN. They adopt
graph based traversal mechanisms to indicate the location of the
attacker. Alharbi et al. also [79] present a mitigation approach
against ARP spoofing attacks leveraging the centralized network
control of SDN. ARP request and reply packets are processed to
verify requests in this method.

Like ARP, NDP (Neighbor Discovery Protocol) in IPv6 also
lacks authentication, and is vulnerable to spoofing attacks. Lu
et al. [80] mention that NDP is easily spoofed without protection,
and propose an SDN-based authentication mechanism to verify
the identity of NDP packets transmitted in a LAN. This mechanism
uses the centralized control and programmability capabilities of
SDN, and needs no additional protocol supporting or configura-
tion at hosts and routers. The authors argue that the proposed
mechanism can effectively prevent spoofing attacks and other
derived attacks based on spoofing.

Mattos and Duarte [81] propose an authentication and access
control mechanism, named AuthFlow, based on host credentials.
AuthFlow applies IEEE 802.1X in an OpenFlow network for low
overhead and fine-grained access control based on host privi-
leges. AuthFlow has a framework which enables SDN controllers
to use the host identity as a new flow field to define flow table
rules. The authors develop a prototype for the proposed mech-
anism using an SDN controller. They state that AuthFlow denies
access of hosts either without valid credentials or with revoked
authorization, and prevents unauthorized hosts from accessing
network resources. Moreover, the proposed mechanism can be
used to tackle scanning and sniffing attacks.
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Table 5
SDN-based defense solutions against network scanning attacks.
Research Defense type Proposed methodology, Technique, or Procedure Approaches Deployment

RDS [16,57] Prevention, Detection Network view is changed for each host. Malicious flows which try to
connect to honeypots or vulnerable hosts are detected as scanning
attack.

VIRTUAL-VIEW,
RANDOM-DECOY

CNTL, APP

ACyDS [58] Prevention, Detection The TTL field in IP headers is used to manage virtual views.
Honeypots are deployed randomly into each virtual view. Malicious
flows which try to connect to honeypots are detected as scanning
attack.

VIRTUAL-VIEW,
RANDOM-DECOY

CNTL, APP

CINDAM [59] Prevention, Detection,
Mitigation

Network view is changed for hosts. Hosts which send packets to IP
addresses of honeypots are detected as attacker.

VIRTUAL-VIEW,
RANDOM-DECOY

CNTL

OF-RHM [60] Prevention A random virtual IP is assigned for each host frequently. Virtual IP is
translated to/from the real IP of the hosts are accessed using virtual
IP addresses acquired via DNS.

ADDRESS-MOD CNTL, APP

[61] Prevention Host-IP binding of each destination host is applied randomly across
the network based on the source and time.

ADDRESS-MOD CNTL, APP

[62] Prevention IP address is changed and new virtual IP address is requested from
DNS server.

ADDRESS-MOD CNTL

RHM [63] Prevention Real IP addresses are periodically transformed to ephemeral IP
addresses in SDN switches. Direct access to hosts using real IP
addresses is authorized based on access control policy of network.
Reverse-DNS name mutation and MAC address mutation are
generated.

ADDRESS-MOD,
MAC-MOD

CNTL

SEHT [64] Prevention, Detection,
Mitigation

IP address and port of end points are changed using SMT randomly
in a predefined period. Entropy of network traffic is calculated to
discriminate scanning strategy.

ADDRESS-MOD CNTL, SWCH,
HOST, SRVR

[65] Prevention Clients must engage with DNS server to actually reach synthetic IP
address of the legitimate server.

ADDRESS-MOD CNTL, SWCH,
HOST, SRVR

RDAM [66] Prevention Clients must authenticate to authentication server using
proof-of-work (PoW) schemes. Authentication server manages
different dynamic domain name lists to authorized clients according
to their authority.

NAC CNTL, SWCH

Sniffer
Reflector [67]

Detection, Mitigation Customized Snort application detects possible scan traffic. Scan
traffic from source IP is redirected to virtual shadow network.

SEND-TO-DECOY APP, SWCH

FPH [68] Detection, Mitigation IDS detects fingerprinting behavior in traffic. Fingerprinting attack
and its defense is modeled as a signaling game (Perfect Bayesian
Equilibrium). If defender’s belief for traffic is suspected, packets in
traffic is tagged. Fingerprints in tagged packets are modified and
forwarded as response to request.

PAYLOAD-MOD CNTL, APP

[69] Prevention Fake responses are sent to scanning attack for status of port or
operating system fingerprinting.

PAYLOAD-MOD CNTL

FRESCO [70] Detection, Mitigation Conditional filters can be applied to network. Programmable actions
can be defined to flows like drop, forward, redirect, mirror, network
separation, header modification.

REROUTE, DROP,
NETWORK-SEP,
HEADER-MOD

CNTL, APP

[71] Detection, Prevention State of each TCP connection in the traffic handled by the switch is
tracked. Number of pending state connections are maintained.

DROP CNTL
Kuliesius and Dangovas [82] mention that user box spoofing
nd security device bypassing problems can be seen in networks,
ven though network security actions are applied like authenti-
ation, authorization, and accounting. They propose a model to
ecure the access control system by complementing the network
ith elements based on SDN. Their model introduces controller
odules dedicated to authentication, registration and tracking of
etwork devices, hosts and users, management of data flows, and
obility of users/hosts. The access layer switches are authenti-
ated, mapped to the network topology and tracked. It is possible
o bind users to the appropriate switch/port unambiguously and
ffectively control their traffic policy. Moreover, the proposed
odel can thwart scanning attacks.
Kwon et al. [83] propose an anti-spoofing mechanism called

ASE (BGP-based Anti-Spoofing Extension). BASE is an SDN-based
nti-spoofing protocol designed to fulfill the incremental de-
loyment properties, which are defined as initial benefits for
arly adopters, incremental benefits for subsequent adopters, and
ffectiveness under partial deployment. BASE is based on three
echniques: message authentication code (MAC), one-way hash
hains and packet marking. MAC and one-way hash chains are
sed to generate unique values for a filter node, and packet
marking is used to store and send the value to destinations.
The authors argue that BASE shows desirable IP spoofing pre-
vention capabilities under partial deployment and just 30% BASE
deployment can drop about 97% of spoofed packets.

Some research efforts rely on Source Address Validation Im-
provement (SAVI) to combat IP spoofing. Liu et al. [84] present
an SDN controller module called SDN-SAVI to enable SAVI func-
tionalities in SDN networks. They express three challenges in
SDN-SAVI design. First, switch ports are classified into three
categories and each port is assigned to these categories to avoid
redundant address assignment mechanism snooping and address
binding on all switches. Second, address assignment mechanism
packets are limited and controller’s verification job is delegated to
switches to prevent resource exhaustion attacks. Third, multiple
tables defined in OpenFlow are used to solve the issue of flow
table explosion. Yao et al. [85] propose a protective perimeter
approach named Virtual Source Address Validation Edge (VAVE)
to improve the SAVI solutions. A packet originating from outside
the perimeter will be redirected to the SDN controller when it
reaches the perimeter. The controller checks the validity of the
source IP based on generated rules. Packets that have forged
source IPs are blocked for a period. In another work, Yao et al. [86]
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ropose a framework, called SEFA (Software dEfined Filtering
rchitecture), for route-based IP spoofing filtering. SEFA is based
n SDN switch and controller modification to use OpenFlow+, a
ustomized version of the OpenFlow protocol. The authors report
hat SEFA is able to reduce complexity, overhead, and latency of
iltering rule generation and installation for spoofing.

ighlights: Spoofing is a type of attack that can be carried out at
multiple network layers on different protocols such as ARP, IP,
DNS, NDP, etc. Nearly all defense mechanisms against spoofing
given in Table 6 rely on some sort of network access control
(NAC) involving steps like authentication and source verification.
Switches and the controller play a key role in many of these so-
lutions. However, network functions like deep packet inspection
(DPI) can provide assistance against spoofing, so employing DPI
as part of a service function chain for suspicious traffic to detect
spoofing is an idea worth exploring more.

4.3. Defense against network level DoS attacks

SDN provides an arena where the potential impact of DoS
ttacks and the efficacy of defense approaches are both elevated.
here are many different approaches to combat DoS in SDN, rang-
ng from proactive resource management and attack deception to
nomaly detection based response mechanisms.
Some methods rely on network agility to prevent attacks or

educe their impact. Jafarian et al. [87] propose an agile multipath
outing approach, called random route mutation (RRM) which
ombines game theory and constraint satisfaction optimization to
etermine the optimal strategy while satisfying security, perfor-
ance and QoS requirements of the network. RRM models route
election as a constraint satisfaction optimization and formalize
t using Satisfiability Modulo Theories (SMT) to identify efficient
ractical routes. The authors provide algorithms for sound and
mooth deployment of RRM on conventional as well as software
efined networks. They state that RRM can protect up to 90% of
low packets from being attacked against persistent attackers, as
ompared with single path routing schemes. Gillani et al. [88]
ropose a model named Agile Virtual Network Framework Model
o defend against DDoS attacks by proactively changing the in-
rastructure of critical resources. Agile VN Framework uses virtual
etworks to reallocate network resources dynamically using VN
lacement and migrates infrastructure to new resources while
aintaining network integrity.
Fichera et al. [89] propose a protocol and an application

gainst SYN flood, named OPERETTA (OPEnflow based REmedy
o TCP SYN flood Attacks). OPERETTA is implemented in the SDN
ontroller, and manages incoming TCP SYN packets and rejects
ake connection requests. The evaluation concludes that CPU and
emory consumption of OPERETTA is low, and OPERETTA is

esilient to TCP SYN flood attacks. In another attempt to prevent
YN flood attacks, Shin et al. [90] introduce AVANT-GUARD,
omposed of connection mitigation and actuating triggers com-
onents. Actuating triggers are located in between SDN Controller
nd SDN switches to increase both detection of, and response to,
he changing traffic rate. These triggers are used to register for
synchronous call backs to upper layer applications and to insert
onditional flow rules only activated when a trigger condition is
etected.
Giotis et al. [91] propose a detection and mitigation architec-

ure that uses OpenFlow and sFlow [114] capabilities. Anomalies
re detected using entropy values calculated from network traffic,
ollected in 30 s time intervals using sFlow. Their mitigation
pproach involves managing a whitelist and blocking other net-
ork traffic. OpenFlow is used to mitigate attacks via flow table
odifications. The authors report their experiments for DDoS,

orm and port scanning attacks. Hussein et al. [92] propose an
SDN security design approach to prevent DDoS attacks and trace
back the source of the attack. The proposed approach introduces
a new SDN plane, the security plane, in addition to the data
plane and parallel to the control plane of SDN. The security
plane has a third-party agent on the switch and a third-party
software module alongside the controller. The authors report that
the proposed system enforces different levels of real-time user
defined security with low overhead and minimal configuration.

Joldzic et al. [93] present a distributed, scalable solution called
Transparent Intrusion Detection System (TIDS) for detecting and
preventing lower-level DoS attacks. With features of SDN, scal-
able active traffic balancing among multiple traffic processors is
applied based on device polling. TIDS tracks a larger number of
attacked hosts, and mitigates all active attacks simultaneously.
After the source and destination of the attack have been isolated,
the processor sends a Flow Modification Request message con-
taining the list of addresses to be banned for a limited amount of
time. The authors claim that the proposed system is transparent
to the external devices, and invalid TCP sequence numbers, SYN
floods and other similar attacks can be detected easily without
additional resource consumption. Li et al. [94] propose a traffic
engineering system called DrawBridge to enable communication
between hosts and internet service providers (ISP). DrawBridge is
an SDN controller that can push flow rules to SDN switches in an
ISP, or communicate with another DrawBridge controller in the
ISP upstream. The authors claim that the proposed system allows
a controller to verify and process the flow rules, and deploy
them at SDN switches or upstream ISPs with the best location
for filtering DDoS traffic.

Miao et al. [95] present SDN-based NIMBUS framework, com-
prising a set of VM instances that analyze traffic for attack detec-
tion and an auto-scale controller. The presented framework scales
VM instances to avoid overloading, and dynamically instantiates
anomaly detector and mitigation modules. The authors highlight
that blacklist or rate limiting strategies are applied on the de-
tected attack traffic at the routers. Oktian et al. [96] introduced an
application named Dossy on the application layer of SDN to mit-
igate DoS attacks along with IP/MAC Spoofing and bulky/garbage
message attacks in OpenFlow local networks. The application
keeps track of nodes in the network. Initially, the SDN controller
collects MAC and IP information of all hosts and binds them
together in a hash table. Every packet-in message is processed,
and IP/MAC addresses are analyzed considering managed hash
table. Dossy reduces the throughput of the controller by 7.76%
and increases the latency by 7.37% compared to default learning
switch.

Scalability, fast reaction and low overhead are necessary fea-
tures for any DDoS defense mechanism. Piedrahita et al. [97]
propose FlowFence, a lightweight and fast DoS detection and
mitigation system. The SDN controller coordinates bandwidth
assignment of controlled links and limits the flow transmission
rate along a path to prevent starvation of nodes. Flows exceeding
the assigned limits are penalized. They argue that FlowFence
avoids users’ starvation of network resources while adding a
small overhead. Another proposal that uses rate limiting as the
main response is SDNManager [98], where flow information is
continuously monitored on the network and bandwidth demands
are estimated for the future. While estimating the bandwidth,
the autoregressive conditional heteroscedasticity (ARCH) model
generally used in econometrics is adopted. Using this model,
changes in time series are measured and the volatility of the
total bandwidth of the network is estimated. After estimation,
the nodes that are above the estimated bandwidth of the cur-
rent period are penalized to the extent that they exceed the
bandwidth.

Wang et al. [99] propose a cloud based DDoS attack mitiga-

tion architecture, named DaMask, to enable attack detection and
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Table 6
SDN-based defense solutions against spoofing attacks.
Research Defense type Proposed methodology, Technique, or Procedure Approaches Deployment

CAuth [72–74] Prevention DNS requests are buffered for a few seconds and authentication
packet is sent for each DNS request. If client responds to
authentication packet, DNS request is allowed.

NAC, DROP SWCH

[75] Detection, Mitigation Dynamic or static IP:MAC address pairs are verified. Unverified ARP
packets are dropped.

NAC, DROP APP

NFGA [76] Detection, Mitigation MAC address with IP:port is maintained at real time using Pyretic.
Invalid ARP packets are dropped.

DROP APP

FICUR [77] Prevention, Detection,
Mitigation

All ARP traffic is directed to the controller and verified using log file.
IP packets, ARP request and reply packets are processed to verify.
Packets for irrelevant ARP data are blocked.

NAC, DROP SWCH

[78] Prevention, Detection,
Mitigation

All ARP traffic is directed to the controller and verified. IP and MAC
addresses of ARP packets are verified using topology information.
Unverified ARP packets are dropped.

NAC, DROP SWCH

SARP-NAT [79] Detection, Mitigation ARP request and reply packets are processed to verify. ARP request
packets are queued in pending queue and only ARP response
packets in pending queue are allowed.

NAC, DROP SWCH

[80] Prevention, Detection,
Mitigation

All NDP traffic is directed to the controller and verified using
network topology information. Unverified NDP packets are dropped.

NAC, DROP SWCH

[81] Prevention EAP authentication according to IEEE 802.1X is performed in the
network.

NAC SWCH, APP

[82] Prevention User and access rights of flows are checked and flows are created
only for legitimate traffic using authorization databases (i.e., devices
and users, group rights and flow counters).

NAC, DROP SWCH

BASE [83] Prevention ToS (Type of Service) field of IP header is used as flow marking
field, and used to route flows in autonomous systems.

REROUTE-FLOW,
HEADER-MOD,
DROP

SWCH

SDN-SAVI [84] Prevention Each IP address has a state. If state of IP address changes to BIND, a
binding entry is created using IP address, switch and switch port. If
the state changes to NO-BIND, the IP address is removed from the
binding table.

NAC, DROP SWCH

VAVE [85] Detection, Mitigation Controller checks whether packet source is valid based on generated
rules. If source is detected as spoofing IP, packet is dropped.

NAC, DROP SWCH

SEFA [86] Prevention Route-based IP spoofing mechanism checks each source IP with the
expected incoming interface. Route-based forwarding is applied with
coordination of controller and switches.

NAC, DROP SWCH, APP-SWCH
to allow fast and specific attack reaction. DaMask is composed
of DaMask-D (network attack detection system) and DaMask-M
(attack reaction module). If an alert is received by DaMask-M,
module searches a countermeasure for the alert. The default
countermeasure is to drop the packet if there is no preset match
for the alert. DaMask-M has as a set of common APIs so that
different defense countermeasures can be customized for dif-
ferent DDoS attacks. Three basic countermeasures are defined
as follows: forward, drop and modify. If the countermeasure is
selected, DaMask-M pushes the flow rules to the switch through
the SDN controller.

FloodDefender [100] was proposed as a framework for pro-
ecting the SDN controller from DDoS attacks. It sits between the
ontroller and the applications to detect attacks bombarding the
ontroller with packet-in messages (generated when there is a
low table miss at a switch), filter attack packets, and manage
low rules. FloodDefender also protects a victim switch from the
xhaustion of its control channel bandwidth by sending some of
he packet-in messages to its neighbor switches, which will then
orward them to the controller. It is reported that both the CPU
tilization at the controller and flow table utilization at the switch
tays below 15% during an attack, meaning that FloodDefender is
ffective.
Several different statistics regarding packet counts and byte

ounts are held by SDN switches. These statistics can be contin-
ally collected by the controller and processed to detect DDoS
ttacks. For instance, some studies perform DDoS detection by
nalyzing the distribution of packet-in counts [101] or packet-
n/transmitted packet ratios [102]. Such methods are particularly
ffective against DDoS attacks indirectly targeting the controller
via the southbound interface. Some other systems make use
of the statistic collection capability in SDN to get the desired
information from switches. SoftGuard [103], a solution for low-
rate DoS attacks, works by adding monitoring rules to each switch
to periodically measure the total amount of data matching these
rules and continuously monitor the total bandwidth. When a sig-
nificant decrease in bandwidth occurs, the attacker identification
stage begins. During the detection phase, switch interfaces above
the average bandwidth are marked if they are similar to the
predetermined bandwidth decrease. As a method of combating
the attackers, the authors proposed reducing their bandwidth or
adding drop rules.

Some studies propose defense systems to detect and mitigate
link flooding attacks (LFA) such as the crossfire attack [115]. LFA
applies legitimate-looking low density flows to flood a group of
selected links, and is hard to distinguish by traditional schemes.
Wang et al. [104] propose a scheme called Woodpecker to mit-
igate the LFA. Woodpecker contains a heuristic algorithm for
incremental SDN deployment, a mechanism for LFA detection and
a centralized traffic engineering module. The proposed scheme
finds the average and minimum number of paths between the
source–destination node pairs to evaluate the connectivity of
a network. These additional paths will be used to balance the
traffic. They evaluate the scheme and report that bandwidth
utilization of LFA attacked links is reduced by around 50% and
average packet loss rate and jitter are effectively mitigated. An-
other proposal called LFADefender [105] leverages SDN to achieve
cost-efficiency and flexibility. LFADefender examines the network
to identify potential target links with high flow density, con-
tinuously monitors link congestion, reroutes traffic away from
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able 7
DN-based defense solutions against network-level DoS attacks.
Research Defense type Proposed methodology, Technique, or Procedure Approaches Deployment

RRM [87] Detection, Mitigation Random route is defined using game theory and constraint
satisfaction optimization to determine the optimal strategy for
attack. Flows are rerouted using selected routing paths.

REROUTE-FLOW CNTL

[88] Mitigation The migration mechanism executes VN migration strategy generated
by the framework on a virtualized infrastructure.

REROUTE-FLOW APP

OPERETTA [89] Prevention SYN packets are sent to controller, which responds with a SYN-ACK
to client host without sending to target host.

NAC CNTL

AVANT-GUARD
[90]

Prevention, Detection,
Mitigation

Packet and flow statistics are used to determine if loaded conditions
are satisfied. Conditional flow rules are inserted when related
condition event is triggered.

HEADER-MOD,
DROP, BLACKLIST,
REROUTE-FLOW,
NAC

SWCH

[91] Detection, Mitigation Flow info collected from sFlow is used to detect anomaly using
entropy-based algorithm. Flow entries with higher priority are
inserted in order to block malicious traffic.

DROP APP-SWCH

[92] Prevention, Detection,
Mitigation

Switches send packets to detection engine using Pyretic. Detection
engine sends the appropriate rules for the controller to insert into
the switches to block the attack.

DROP SWCH, APP-SWCH

TIDS [93] Detection, Mitigation Device polling processor analyzes flows to detect anomalies and
sends a Flow Modification Request containing the list of addresses to
be banned for a predefined time.

DROP APP-SWCH

DrawBridge
[94]

Mitigation Flow rules are pushed to SDN switches in ISP network, or sent to
SDN controller in ISP to apply rules.

REROUTE-FLOW,
DROP

CNTL

NIMBUS [95] Detection, Mitigation Traffic monitoring in cloud data center typically employs uniform
sampling with very low sample rate. Blacklist or rate limit with auto
scalable VMs

RATE-LIMIT,
BLACKLIST

CNTL

Dossy [96] Detection, Mitigation Both flow based and packet-in analysis are used to detect DoS
attack. Flow mode messages are sent into switches to block DoS
attack addresses

DROP CNTL

FlowFence [97] Detection, Mitigation Traffic congestion is detected by SDN switches. SDN controller
control bandwidth for flows

RATE-LIMIT CNTL, SWCH

SDNManager
[98]

Prevention Monitors traffic, estimates bandwidth demands and punishes flows
exceeding estimates.

RATE-LIMIT CNTL

DaMask [99] Detection, Mitigation Anomaly based attack detection using graphical model.
Countermeasure uses forward, drop and modify actions.

HEADER-MOD,
DROP

APP

FloodDefender
[100]

Detection, Mitigation Detects attack using packet-in messages, filters attack packets, and
manages flow rules.

HEADER-MOD,
DROP

APP, CNTL

SECOD [101] Detection, Mitigation Drops packets based on packet-in thresholds. DROP CNTL
[102] Detection, Mitigation Monitors the fairness of packet-in/tx distribution of hosts, and

detects attack when the fairness drops significantly.
BLACKLIST CNTL

SoftGuard [103] Detection, Mitigation Installs flow rules on switches to detect low-rate TCP attacks, and
performs mitigation on ingress switches.

RATE-LIMIT, DROP CNTL, SWCH

Woodpecker
[104]

Detection, Mitigation Switches notify about congestion. Controller reroutes attack traffic to
decoy servers, balances congested link flows with alternate paths, or
drops packets using a blacklist.

SEND-TO-DECOY,
REROUTE-FLOW,
DROP

CNTL, SWCH

LFADefender
[105]

Detection, Mitigation Examines the network to identify potential target links, monitors
link congestion, reroutes traffic away from congested links, and
blocks malicious traffic.

REROUTE-FLOW,
DROP

CNTL

RADAR [106] Detection, Mitigation Suspicious traffic is throttled and attack traffic is dropped using
port-based max–min fairness technique.

RATE-LIMIT, DROP CNTL

[107] Detection, Mitigation Classifies traffic using deep learning to detect DDoS, and installs
drop rules on switches

DROP CNTL

TDDAD [108] Detection, Mitigation Analyzes the temporal distribution of flow table hits and detects
attacker using a neural network.

DROP CNTL

Cochain-SC
[109]

Detection, Mitigation Entropy-based flow anomaly detection and mitigation using sFlow in
intra-domain, smart contracts in Ethereum blockchain in
inter-domain.

RATE-LIMIT,
BLACKLIST, DROP

APP-SWCH, APP

[110] Mitigation IP blacklists are maintained using smart contracts in Ethereum
blockchain collaboratively.

BLACKLIST, DROP APP

Co-IoT [111] Mitigation Illegitimate IP addresses are managed using smart contracts in
multiple domains.

BLACKLIST, DROP APP

FastFlex [112] Detection, Mitigation In the data plane, the detector propagates the alarm across the
network using probe packets. Rerouting, dropping, and IP obfuscation
mitigation approaches are applied in switches for different modes.

REROUTE-FLOW,
HEADER-MOD,
DROP

SWCH

Poseidon [113] Detection, Mitigation Policy enforcement engine installs high-level defense primitives into
programmable switches. Defense primitives are applied in the data

DROP, BLACKLIST,
RATE-LIMIT

SWCH
plane.
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congested links to mitigate the effect of an ongoing attack, and
blocks malicious traffic. Each of the above tasks is handled by a
separate module on top of the Floodlight controller [116]. More-
over, Zheng et al. [106] propose an architecture called RADAR to
detect and throttle DDoS attacks using adaptive correlation anal-
ysis. RADAR has detection modules for link flooding (including
crossfire), SYN flooding, and DNS amplification attacks. RADAR
analyzes traffic captured at various locations, throttles traffic if it
is classified as suspicious, and drops packets using a port-based
max–min fairness technique. The authors have evaluated their ar-
chitecture on a real testbed and claim that RADAR can effectively
and efficiently detect various attacks within short delays.

Deep learning has been proposed as a detector for DDoS in
SDN environments [107]. As the controller has a clear view of
the network and sees every packet that does not belong to a
previously known flow, it is able to process packets to extract fea-
tures from header fields and run a deep learning model to classify
traffic as legitimate or DDoS. The controller can then quickly react
to install flow rules to drop attack packets on switches. In another
recent study, the temporal distribution of flow table hits was
analyzed and attacker behavior was characterized using a neural
network [108]. The approach is proved to be feasible, however,
the authors state that the availability of legitimate services may
be adversely affected.

In recent years, blockchain has been utilized in the defense
against DDoS attacks. Singh et al. [117] review and evaluate
blockchain-based DDoS mitigation architectures in the literature.
SDN can be used to mitigate DDoS attacks within a single domain,
however, blockchain and SDN together can be more effective
in defending against DDoS attacks in the inter-domain setting.
El Houda et al. [109] propose CoChain-Sc, a multiple SDN do-
main solution consisting of an intra-domain machine learning
based DDoS detection and mitigation module, and an Ethereum
blockchain based module used for inter-domain DDoS mitigation.
In addition, two other studies [110,111] propose DDoS mitigation
modules which send illegitimate IPs and get a list of other ille-
gitimate IPs from an Ethereum blockchain using different smart
contracts.

The recent literature also contains anti-DDoS proposals re-
siding in the data plane to achieve better network performance
compared to controller-based or middlebox-based solutions. For
instance, FastFlex [112] relies on the concept of multimodal data
plane to mitigate attacks at programmable switches, thereby
eliminating the bandwidth overhead and delay associated with
controller communication during an attack. Similarly, Poseidon
[113] reduces overhead through the use of modularized defense
primitives to deal with dynamic high-volume DDoS attacks. The
Poseidon language, runtime, and orchestration component to-
gether offer an adaptable solution that can express a wide variety
of DDoS defense policies and respond to attacks in an agile
manner.

Highlights: The relationship between SDN and DoS is a fascinating
topic because while the SDN architecture causes new risks due
to centralization of control and programmability, it also presents
good opportunities for improved DoS defense. Hence, the devel-
opment of SDN-based anti-DoS techniques and systems has been
a popular research topic in recent years. Table 7 provides a sum-
mary of the related studies reviewed in this paper. We see that
the literature has grown more mature in this area because there
are a wide variety of proposals: some studies focus on a particular
DoS attack type while others present more general approaches,
a total of seven basic defensive actions are employed, the dis-
tribution of defense types is close to uniform, and deployment
locations include all three layers of SDN.

Some well-known DoS attack types such as SYN flood and link

flooding have multiple solutions developed specifically against
them. The most common defensive primitive is dropping packets,
followed by flow rerouting and rate limiting. Many proposals
take advantage of the centrality of the controller to collect in-
formation from switches and use different techniques to detect
DoS attacks, among which threshold-based methods are popular.
In prevention and mitigation, solutions are more effective when
they use multiple defensive actions together, like rerouting traffic
and rate-limiting certain protocols to reduce congestion in ad-
dition to blocking hosts according to a blacklist. Also, trying to
anticipate the actions of the attacker is a good idea, as seen in
LFADefender [105] which predicts target links from the network
topology.

Despite the abundance and variety of work in this area, there
are still some common issues in many of the studies. First, most
solutions are realized at the controller by adding more modules
to the software and more steps to the network control workflow.
Such proposals will likely be unable to address the fundamental
weakness of the SDN architecture against DoS attacks and may
even exacerbate the problem as they place more burden on the
controller. Some recent works in the literature [112,113] take
steps in the direction of removing the dependence on the con-
troller to achieve reduced overhead and improved performance
by directly involving the data plane in network defense, which
is worthwhile to be explored further in future studies. Second, it
is difficult to find many studies with an evaluation that is both
comprehensive and realistic. Some works present many results
on a wide range of performance metrics using a very small test
network lacking any realism, while others try to build a larger
topology on simulation tools but run into some issues due to
the limitations of the environment. In fact, the second prob-
lem hinders progress in solving the first one: without a strong
evaluation, one cannot fully assess the benefit and the overhead
associated with a new system, so the practical applicability of a
given solution usually remains in question.

4.4. Defense against sniffer attacks

Sniffer attack is one of the most important attacks on network
communication security, and the static nature of networks makes
this attack easier. Attackers are able to eavesdrop the commu-
nication link in the network, monitor network status, and steal
sensitive data. Zhao et al. [118] propose an SDN-based double
hopping communication (DHC) approach to tackle sniffer attacks.
The proposed approach dynamically changes endpoints in net-
work packets and the routing paths. The traffic is distributed to
multiple flows and transmitted along different paths. In addi-
tion, data from multiple nodes are combined so that attackers
cannot obtain and recover the communication data. The authors
conclude that DHC increases the overhead of sniffer attacks and
difficulty of communication data recovery.

Duan et al. [119] present a proactive technique named Ran-
dom Route Mutation (RRM) calculated using SMT on a defined
overlay network. RRM enables randomly changing the routes of
multiple flows in a network simultaneously to defend against
reconnaissance, eavesdropping and DoS attacks. Liu et al. [120]
also use RRM to develop an SDN-based architecture to counter
network reconnaissance. Volume measurements and character-
istic measurements of network traffic are used to detect attacks
using a constructed entropy matrix. RRM is triggered according
to the result of network anomaly detection or after a predefined
period. The generation of a random routing path is performed
using an improved ant colony algorithm as a 0–1 knapsack prob-
lem. They claim that the proposed method increases the difficulty
of reconnaissance and eavesdropping, and reduces the impact of
DoS attacks.

Furukawa et al. [121] propose a network mechanism that can
prevent man-in-the-middle attacks and network eavesdropping
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y applying a new network address translation method. The
roposed mechanism relies on multiple actions performed inside
n SDN switch to strengthen the security level according to user
equests. Ma et al. [122] address the problem of private data
rotection in network communication against eavesdropping and
ropose a moving target defense (MTD) method to thwart eaves-
ropping attacks by utilizing the protocol customization ability of
rotocol-oblivious forwarding (POF). Customization includes full
rotocol stack randomization, message packaging randomization,
nd routing path randomization. Nodes use dynamic message
ackaging and dynamic routing paths to protect their commu-
ication secret. The authors claim that the proposed strategies
ncrease the difficulty of reorganizing message content for an
avesdropper and reduce the probability of intercepting session
essage packets.
There is a significant interest in SDN-based architectures for

mart grids to improve network flexibility and security [36]. Ger-
ano Da Silva et al. [123] present an SDN application layer mod-
le that aims to prevent a possible eavesdropper from fully cap-
uring communication flows between SCADA components. The
echanism uses dynamic and static multipath routing to modify
ommunication routes between SCADA devices frequently, in-
reases the privacy of the information in SCADA networks, and
akes it more difficult for attackers to capture flows between
CADA devices. The authors perform an experimental evaluation
nd report that dynamic rules with a shorter lifetime make it
ore difficult for an attacker to intercept flows, but increase the
anagement overhead in the controller.
Strong and reliable authentication is important to keep po-

ential adversaries out and prevent sniffing attacks on networks.
illain et al. [124] propose an authentication mechanism using
n SDN controller. Requests from an unauthenticated user who
ries to access the web are redirected to a portal using HTTP
edirection. After the portal authenticates the user, it notifies the
DN controller to install flow rules for the user.

ighlights: The studies reviewed in this subsection commonly
im for sniffer attack prevention using techniques like multi-
ath routing and payload encryption/modification, as shown in
able 8. The moving target defense strategy is fairly popular
gainst sniffing: 3 of the 7 studies analyzed in this subsection
ollow an MTD-based approach. The flexibility and ease of cus-
omizing the forwarding behavior in SDN is particularly useful for
mplementing multipath routing solutions: the controller takes
are of all the required rule changes and forwarding continues
moothly without interruption. Yet, it may still be difficult to
pply multipath routing in hybrid networks where SDN is only
artially deployed. Therefore, the literature needs more studies
nalyzing the practicality of security solutions which depend on
ultipath routing in hybrid networks, and researchers should
onsider the case of partial SDN deployment and design methods
o still be effective in such a situation.

.5. Defense against malware, social engineering and web applica-
ion attacks

Cabaj and Mazurczyk [125] propose two real time mitiga-
ion methods for ransomware based on behavior analysis results
f the popular ransomware CryptoWall. Moreover, they present
n application cooperating with the SDN controller and evalu-
te proof-of-concept implementations of the proposed mitigation
ystem. The proposed methods rely on dynamic blacklisting of the
ansomware proxy servers used to relay communication between
he victim and the command and control server. In the first mit-
gation method, all DNS requests are forwarded to the controller
y the application, then the controller checks domain names
gainst the blacklist database. If a malicious domain is detected,
the controller drops the packet, blocks all traffic from the source
node, and alerts administrators. The second method is devised
to increase the performance of the first method. The developed
application sends a copy of DNS requests to the controller, and
the controller and the application concurrently execute the same
process defined in the first method. The authors claim that the
proposed methods are feasible and efficient.

Ceron et al. [126] present an architecture named MARS (Mal-
ware Analysis Architecture) to dynamically reconfigure the net-
work environment against malware actions using SDN. The pre-
sented architecture is composed of a sandbox, an SDN controller,
and a resource pool. The sandbox executes the malware and
performs connections to the Internet and/or to local network
elements. Network traffic events are generated to the modules
on the controller. The controller forwards or redirects intranet
network flows to related devices in the resource pool, and man-
ages flow characteristics (e.g., packet rate, throughput) to en-
force predefined policies. The controller can also interact with
the sandbox and restart a new analysis. The authors claim that
the proposed solution can trigger more malware events than
traditional solutions.

Hu et al. [127] propose Worm-Hunter, a closed-loop defense
system against worms based on SDN. Worm-Hunter manages
the flow tables of SDN switches and deploys different honeynet
systems with different network structures dynamically. If Worm-
Hunter detects anomalous traffic, it redirects suspected traffic
into the honeynet to enable it to be analyzed safely. All of the
attack behavior is recorded in the system for further analysis.
Worm-Hunter is able to build multiple honeynet systems with
the same topology.

Jin and Wang [128] categorize mobile malware attack types
as follows: repackaging and updating attacks, drive-by download
attacks, remote control, and information collection. They propose
several mobile malware detection algorithms, and design and
implement a malware detection system using SDN. The detection
algorithms are implemented as modules inside the SDN controller
using approaches like IP blacklist, connection success ratio, throt-
tling connection, and aggregation analysis. The proposed system
detects mobile malware by identifying suspicious network activ-
ities from real-time traffic using only connection establishment
packets. After a connection is established, subsequent packets can
go through the switch directly. The authors state that the pro-
posed controller does not adversely affect network performance
significantly.

Masoud et al. [129] express that web phishing attacks depend
on the behavior of users but not on protocols. They propose a
tailored SDN controller to tackle phishing attacks and implement
a neural network based phishing prevention algorithm (PPA) on
the controller. The proposed algorithm is tested using phishing
test web pages in the home network. The authors state that PPA
detects fake versions of web pages and enables access to the real
versions of these pages. Chin et al. [130] propose another phishing
detection and mitigation approach named PhishLimiter using an
artificial neural network model to classify phishing attack sig-
natures and apply real-time deep packet inspection. For each
packet-in message that comes to the SDN controller, a phishing
score is calculated and sent to the classifier. If the analysis de-
termines malicious activity, packets are directed to a quarantine
area. PhishLimiter defines two inspection modes: in fast mode,
the packet is forwarded to the destination and a copy of it is
stored for inspection, whereas in slow mode, all packets wait for
the result of the inspection. The authors evaluated PhishLimiter
using a real-world testbed environment and emails, and reported
that PhishLimiter could detect and mitigate phishing attacks with
an accuracy of 98.39%.
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Table 8
SDN-based defense solutions against sniffer attacks.
Research Defense type Proposed methodology, Technique, or Procedure Approaches Deployment

DhcFlower
[118]

Prevention Random hopping end and route are applied in a period. REROUTE-MPATH,
ADDRESS-MOD

CNTL

[119] Prevention Packets in a flow are forwarded through different random routing
paths periodically changed using SMT on a defined overlay network.

REROUTE-MPATH CNTL

[120] Prevention, Detection,
Mitigation

Packets in a flow are forwarded through different random routing
paths calculated by ant colony algorithm in a predefined period.
Entropy matrix of network traffic characteristics is constructed using
wavelet transform and principal component analysis to detect traffic
anomaly.

REROUTE-MPATH CNTL

[121] Prevention Stream encryption, spatial random scrambling, fragmentation,
duplication, and shuffling packets inside the SDN switch.

PAYLOAD-ENC,
REROUTE-MPATH,
PAYLOAD-MOD

APP, SWCH

[122] Prevention Private protocol is created and standard protocol data are
transformed to private protocol randomly. Receivers can remove the
randomization to get standard protocols.

PAYLOAD-MOD SWCH

[123] Prevention Each switch transmits only a portion of the packets exchanged from
paths during communication.

REROUTE-MPATH CNTL

[124] Prevention DNS requests are buffered for a few seconds and authentication
packet is sent for each DNS request. If client responds to
authentication packet, DNS request is allowed.

NAC CNTL
Table 9
SDN-based defense solutions against malware, social engineering and web application attacks.
Research Defense type Proposed methodology, Technique, or Procedure Approaches Deployment

[125] Detection, Mitigation Check domains with the blacklist database in DNS requests. Block all
traffic from infected host.

NETWORK-SEP,
BLACKLIST

CNTL, APP

MARS [126] Mitigation Connection to internal devices are managed by SDN controller. NETWORK-SEP CNTL, APP

Worm-Hunter
[127]

Detection, Mitigation Signature matching detection and anomaly detection using the
statistics. Suspicious traffic is directed and then observed into
dynamic virtual honeynet.

SEND-TO-DECOY APP

[128] Detection, Mitigation IP blacklist, connection success ratio, throttling and traffic
aggregation are used to detect malware. Host is disconnected.

RATE-LIMIT,
BLACKLIST

CNTL

[129] Detection, Mitigation Phishing prevention algorithm utilizes back propagation neural
network model and denies to access phishing sites.

DROP CNTL

PhishLimiter
[130]

Detection, Mitigation Controller manages scores for flows and application classifies flows
using neural network model.

NETWORK-SEP,
DROP

CNTL, APP

DBA [131] Detection, Mitigation Application decides DDoS attack and notifies DBA. Server address is
changed dynamically.

ADDRESS-MOD APP, SRVR

[132] Detection, Mitigation Detection sensor is deployed in front of protected applications, and
detects anomaly using different algorithms. Traffic is redirected to
provisioned honeypots.

SEND-TO-DECOY APP
Lim et al. [131] propose a DDoS blocking application (DBA)
o protect servers from botnet attacks. The scheme utilizes com-
unication between the DBA running on the SDN controller and

he server under attack, and orchestrates the defense through
penFlow interfaces. The protected servers establish secure com-
unication channels with DBA, and notify DBA about an at-

ack. DBA then provides the redirected address to the server.
htern et al. [132] propose a reference architecture that miti-
ates application-level low and slow DDoS (LSDDoS) attacks. The
eference architecture is composed of LSDDoS detection sensor,
utomation controller, protected application, monitoring system,
nd shark tank. The protected application represents applica-
ions that will be defended against LSDDoS attacks. The detec-
ion sensor detects LSDDoS attacks and triggers the automation
ontroller, which then provisions a restricted area named shark
ank, and forwards malicious traffic to it. The monitoring system
ollects performance metrics from the components in the archi-
ecture. The authors also define performance model-based and
ff-the-shelf components based concrete architectures to show
xample alternatives.

ighlights: Table 9 provides a summary of the SDN-based anti-
malware and anti-phishing systems reviewed in this subsection.
The number of studies is small, but the variety in defensive
approaches is relatively high. This is not surprising because it is
not immediately obvious how SDN can help the defense against
these application-layer threats, so proposals need to get creative.

Cyber threat intelligence (CTI) is a crucial weapon against mal-
ware, phishing, and web application attacks. Antivirus software
and personal computer firewalls are not sufficient in this fight:
they need to be supplemented by dynamic, automated defense
mechanisms in the network. Integrating CTI into SDN is a promis-
ing wrinkle in that it enables both better prevention from and
a quicker response to fast-growing threats on the web [133]. A
more detailed discussion on CTI-assisted automated SDN defense
is provided in Section 6.2.

5. Evaluation

The previous sections include extensive discussions on SDN-
based proposals against several types of threats. In order to
illustrate the variety in the literature, we present a taxonomy of
SDN-based cyber defense solutions in Fig. 4. Classifying studies
according to cyber threat category is one of the main features
of our work, as stated earlier. As for defense type, we consider
detection, prevention, and mitigation: A study can involve any

combination of these three approaches, except for detection by
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tself due to our methodology explained in the beginning of
ection 4. Each high-level defense strategy involves some com-
ination of the underlying approaches in the taxonomy. The rest
f this section presents various statistics related to the proposed
axonomy.

In this survey, 73 studies that propose SDN-based prevention
nd mitigation approaches against cyber threats are reviewed.
ven though some of the mentioned studies apply or test their
roposed approaches for multiple cyber threat categories, all
tudies are reviewed in one main cyber threat category in Sec-
ion 4. Fig. 5(a) illustrates the percentage of studies related to
ifferent cyber threat categories. 79% of all 73 studies focus on
ainly scanning, spoofing, or DoS attacks. Only 21% of stud-

es have proposed approaches against sniffing, malware, social
ngineering, and web application attacks. Defense types of the
olutions proposed in the studies are shown in Fig. 5(b). There
re 27 studies which propose preventive defense approaches (11
or scanning, 8 for spoofing, 6 for sniffing, 2 for DoS attacks).
revention approaches are common against scanning, spoofing,
nd sniffing attacks. 38 studies propose mitigation approaches for
efense against cyber threats. Mitigation is the most commonly
sed defense type against DoS, malware, social engineering, and
eb application attacks. Besides, 8 studies develop both preven-
ion and mitigation methods against scanning, spoofing, sniffing,
nd DoS attacks.
Fig. 6 shows the prevalence of each defense strategy grouped

y attack type. The mainstream defense strategy for DoS, spoof-
ng, and web application attacks is the policy-based strategy. The
oving target defense strategy is most commonly used against
poofing and sniffing attacks. Some studies proposed to counter
oS and web application attacks use the machine learning based
trategy to classify network traffic. Finally, the number of studies
sing the collaborative and distributed strategy to defend against
ttacks has increased in recent years.
There are different types of SDN simulation platforms, switch

mplementations, and test network environments used in the
iterature [134]. As a summary, the deployment-related taxonomy
f SDN-based cyber defense solutions reviewed in our study is
hown in Fig. 7.
SDN-based defense solutions are most commonly deployed on

he controller, but deployment using an application and on the
witches are also fairly common, as shown in Fig. 8(a). Defense
pproaches in the literature have been implemented using differ-
nt SDN controllers (Fig. 8(b)). 16 studies have given no informa-
ion about the SDN controller used (22%). Despite that, nearly half
f the studies (41%) have used the POX controller [135] to imple-
ent their proposals. Besides, NOX [136], Ryu [137], and Flood-

ight [116] are the other most preferred controllers. Proposed
efense approaches are generally evaluated on one or more test
etworks with SDN switches. The switches and the test networks
sed in the studies are given in Fig. 8(c) and Fig. 8(d), respec-
ively. Half of the studies (36 studies) have used Mininet [138] to
est their proposed defense approaches. 19 studies have created
redefined test networks with physical machines and 16 studies
ave set up predefined test laboratories with virtual machines.
nly two studies have tested their approaches in campus net-
orks. Most commonly, Open vSwitch [139] (in 36 studies) has
een used as the SDN switch in the studies. OpenFlow-enabled
hysical switches have been deployed to evaluate proposed de-
ense approaches in 14 studies. Random topologies have been
enerated to evaluate the performance of proposed approaches in
ome studies. The most used random topology generation models
re Erdos–Renyi, Waxman, Barabasi–Albert, and Watts–Strogatz
odels.
Table 10
Deployment locations of defense approaches.
Defense approach CNTL APP SWCH HOST SRVR APP-SWCH Total

DROP 26 10 6 3 45
BLACKLIST 5 4 2 2 13
NETWORK-SEP 4 4 8
NAC 15 3 3 21
RATE-LIMIT 6 1 4 1 12
REROUTE-FLOW 4 2 2 1 9
REROUTE-MPATH 4 1 1 6
RANDOM-DECOY 4 3 7
PAYLOAD-ENC 1 1
VIRTUAL-VIEW 4 3 7
HEADER-MOD 3 3 1 7
ADDRESS-MOD 8 4 2 2 3 1 20
PAYLOAD-MOD 3 2 2 7
SEND-TO-DECOY 3 3 2 8

90 43 25 2 3 8

5.1. Evaluation of defense approach deployments

Most of the reviewed studies have introduced new compo-
nents or proposed modifying the current SDN architecture com-
ponents for their defense approaches. To implement some de-
fense approaches, one or more components can be deployed onto
the SDN architecture. The number of studies for each deployment
location (illustrated in Fig. 3) is given in Fig. 9, classified by threat
category. Furthermore, the numbers of deployment locations by
defense approach are given in Table 10. CNTL and SWCH deploy-
ments are mainstream for the reviewed studies. Based on Fig. 9
and Table 10, review results about defense approach deployments
are listed below:

• CNTL deployments: The most common deployment location
to tackle scanning, spoofing, sniffing, and DoS attacks is
the SDN controller extension (CNTL). CNTL deployment is
proposed for nearly all defense approaches, but mostly used
with ADDRESS-MOD, DROP, VIRTUAL-ENV, REROUTE-FLOW,
REROUTE-MPATH, and RANDOM-DECOY.

• APP deployments: Custom SDN application deployment (APP)
is used for all cyber threat types and nearly all defense
approaches.

• SWCH deployments: Modification of default SDN switch be-
havior or management of rules have been proposed in some
studies. SDN switch modification deployment (SWCH) is
most applicable for scanning, sniffing, and DoS attacks. This
deployment type is essential for DROP and NAC defense
approaches.

• HOST and SRVR deployments: Agent installations are needed
in some studies to defend against scanning and web ap-
plication attacks. HOST and SRVR deployments have been
proposed only for the ADDRESS-MOD approach.

• APP-SWCH deployments: Some studies propose an SDN ap-
plication that communicates with SDN switches directly to
deal with DoS attacks. Also, this deployment type has been
suggested for DROP and NAC defense approaches.

.2. Evaluation of defense approaches

In this part, studies from the literature have been categorized
ccording to defense approaches listed in Table 4. The numbers
or defense approaches by cyber threat category are given in
able 11. Most studies focus on DoS, spoofing, scanning attacks,
nd propose DROP, NAC, ADDRESS-MOD, and REROUTE-FLOW ap-

proaches to defend against these attacks.
Review results of defense approaches for different threat cat-
egories are summarized below:
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Fig. 4. Taxonomy of SDN-based cyber defense solutions.
Fig. 5. Numbers and percentages of studies.
Fig. 6. Defense strategies by threat category.
• Scanning attacks: ADDRESS-MOD, VIRTUAL-VIEW, and
RANDOM-DECOY are the main defense approaches against
scanning attacks.

• Spoofing attacks: DROP and NAC defense approaches are usu-
ally applied against spoofing attacks. Additionally, REROUTE-
FLOW and HEADER-MOD defense approaches are proposed
in one study each to tackle spoofing attacks.
• DoS attacks: DROP and REROUTE-FLOW are the most com-

monly used approaches against DoS attacks. Besides, each of
BLACKLIST, NAC, RATE-LIMIT, HEADER-MOD, SEND-TO-DECOY
defense approaches is referenced in at least one study.
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Fig. 7. Deployment details of SDN-based cyber defense solutions.
Fig. 8. Statistics about the deployment of SDN-based defense solutions.
a

• Sniffing attacks: NAC, PAYLOAD-ENC, ADDRESS-MOD, and
PAYLOAD-MOD defense approaches can be used against sniff-
ing attacks, but the most important preventive defense
approach for sniffing attacks is REROUTE-MPATH.

• Malware and social engineering attacks: DROP, NETWORK-SEP,
RATE-LIMIT, and SEND-TO-DECOY defense approaches are
encountered for malware and social engineering attacks in
the literature.

• Web application attacks: ADDRESS-MOD and SEND-TO-DECOY
defense approaches are used against web application at-
tacks.

DROP defense approach is mostly used against spoofing and
DoS attacks, but it is also applicable for scanning, malware, and
social engineering attacks. If traffic from trusted sources is ac-
cepted and any unknown traffic is blocked, this approach can be
called whitelisting. The whitelist must be maintained by the SDN
controller or an application. On the other hand, this approach
must be used with other approaches for a more complete de-
fensive strategy, for instance, NAC and DROP are used together
gainst spoofing attacks. Besides, using REROUTE-FLOW and DROP

together is generally applicable for DoS attacks. BLACKLIST de-
fense approach is the complement of the whitelisting approach.
A cyber threat list can be generated from known cyber threat
intelligence sources and converted into a blacklist, which must
be maintained by the SDN controller or an application. Threats in
the blacklist are converted to drop or reroute to honeypot flow
rules and sent to SDN switches. This approach is applicable for
DoS, malware, social engineering, and web application attacks.
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able 11
efense approaches by threat category.
Defense approach DoS Scanning Sniffing Spoofing Malware,

Soc. Eng.,
Web App.

Total

DROP 20 2 14 2 38
BLACKLIST 6 3 9
NETWORK-SEP 1 3 4
NAC 2 1 1 13 17
RATE-LIMIT 7 1 8
REROUTE-FLOW 6 1 1 8
REROUTE-MPATH 5 5
RANDOM-DECOY 4 4
PAYLOAD-ENC 1 1
VIRTUAL-VIEW 4 4
HEADER-MOD 3 1 1 5
ADDRESS-MOD 1 6 1 2 10
PAYLOAD-MOD 2 3 5
SEND-TO-DECOY 2 2 2 6

47 24 11 29 13

However, a straightforward approach to blacklisting via flow
table entries on SDN switches may not be applicable in cases
where the blacklist includes more than a few thousand threat
definitions. This is because the flow tables of SDN switches have
limited capacity and typically only thousands of flow rules can
be installed into the flow tables. On the other hand, millions
of blacklist threat items may exist, so only threats with higher
priority should be handled using the flow tables of SDN switches.

NETWORK-SEP defense approach is applicable against scan-
ing, malware, and social engineering attacks. It is commonly
sed to inspect anomalies regarding traffic source, to isolate a
ortion of the network and to enforce organizational policies. This
pproach is applied with the NAC approach when a host tries
o connect to the network, and with SEND-TO-DECOY to analyze
he behavior of host traffic, for which a honeypot is typically
eployed. Packets do not get dropped with this approach, in-
tead, a tag is attached to each packet of a flow to identify and
hare information among network components. Tagged packets
an traverse only allowed network hosts after relevant rules are
nstalled on SDN switches. All network components (switches,
outers, etc.) must know how to extract the tag and how to handle

tagged packet.
NAC defense approach is mainly used against spoofing attacks,
nd also applicable against scanning, DoS, and sniffing attacks.
egitimate network components (hosts, network devices, etc.)
nd access rights must be maintained by the SDN controller,
hich acts as an authentication and authorization server han-
ling the first request. Legitimate network components can be
erified using the SDN network topology, or an authentication
rotocol can be initiated. Unknown network components are not
llowed to join the network and any unknown traffic is blocked
n the network. Network access control can be applied at different
evels (source MAC address, IP address, traffic path (source to
estination) or high level protocol (HTTP, SSH, etc.)). While using
n authentication protocol, the SDN controller or an application
uffers packets, and only authenticated packets are allowed in the
uffer. If an authentication protocol is activated, this approach is
ot transparent from hosts as each client must know the authen-
ication mechanism and high performance buffering techniques
re needed.
RATE-LIMIT approach is used against DoS, malware, and social

ngineering attacks. The SDN controller limits traffic or flow
ransmission rate to prevent starvation, or extends resources
e.g., virtual machines, servers) to comply with quality of ser-
ice requirements using cloud computing capabilities. In this ap-
roach, traffic statistics must be monitored and checked against
hreshold values. Separate thresholds must be maintained for
ources, paths, flows, targets, etc. REROUTE-FLOW, BLACKLIST, and
ROP approaches can be applied to prevent malicious traffic
long with RATE-LIMIT. On the other hand, traffic statistics must
e collected periodically from SDN switches as burst attacks in
hort time periods cannot be detected from aggregated switch
raffic statistics.

RANDOM-DECOY defense approach is mainly used against
canning attacks. A decoy can be a honeypot, network, or sim-
lated host. Random IP addresses can be assigned to any decoy
nd traffic can be monitored for scanning attacks. This approach
an be used with VIRTUAL-VIEW where each host has a different
irtual network view, which is transparent from hosts and can be
pplied to selected hosts. Network views can be changed when
osts are connected to the network each time. Malicious network
cans are significantly delayed using wide range subnet address
paces. Additionally, modified DNS and DHCP servers are used or
he SDN controller operates as Gateway, DNS and DHCP server
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o maintain different network views. A virtual network view
atabase must be maintained and shared among SDN controllers.
rotocol behaviors (e.g., IP, ICMP, ARP) and packet transmission
atency must be handled for each network packet according to
he assigned virtual network view. However, these solutions are
ot fully applicable for hybrid networks due to the static network
onfigurations used in hosts, and network traffic sniffing can be
sed to learn real network configurations. Further, relationships
etween generated virtual network views can be used to discover
he actual network configuration.

Packet modification is another widely used defense approach.
P address modification (ADDRESS-MOD) defense approach is em-
loyed against scanning, sniffing, and web application attacks.
his approach is transparent from hosts as the SDN controller
aintains virtual IP addresses and changes them periodically.
virtual IP address mapping database must be maintained and

hared between SDN controllers. A custom DNS server serves the
osts to handle the resolution of names to virtual IP addresses
nstead of the real ones. The downside of this approach is that
he process of obtaining virtual IPs may cause high overhead in
he network. Also, this approach may not able to dynamically
etect the source of scanning traffic. Another packet modification
pproach is header modification (HEADER-MOD), which is used
gainst scanning, spoofing, and DoS attacks. It is mostly used
o prevent fingerprinting attacks and to assign tags to pack-
ts. For sniffing attacks, payload encryption (PAYLOAD-ENC) ap-
roach can be used with an added overhead. Another defense ap-
roach against sniffing attacks, especially fingerprinting attacks,
s payload modification PAYLOAD-MOD. With PAYLOAD-MOD or
EADER-MOD approaches, ICMP, TCP, and application-level pro-
ocols must be processed, and operating system and protocol
ehaviors must be analyzed and simulated.

. Open research issues and future directions

The number and variety of studies reviewed in this paper indi-
ate that using SDN to develop cyber defense solutions is a pop-
lar research area. Prevention and mitigation approaches using
DN have various challenges and lead to new research questions
hich have not been answered completely in the literature. Some
f these high-level research questions are:

• How can high performance, scalable, high availability, cus-
tomizable, easier to deploy, practical, and secure SDN-based
defense solutions be implemented?

• How can SDN-based defense solutions be applied in hybrid
networks?

• How should defense approaches be selected and applied for
cyber threats adaptively?

• How should defense approaches be evaluated and compared
with other solutions?

• How can SDN-based defense approaches be used with new
technologies such as 5G and IoT?

• How can SDN make future technologies more secure?

The studies reviewed in this paper have certain shortcomings
hat should be addressed in future works. The most significant
ssues in the current literature are listed below:

• Most studies rely on the continued operation of a single
controller, which may not be possible due to the many types
of attacks (flooding, hijacking, etc.) targeting the controller.

• Most studies use small topologies and/or simplistic sce-
narios to evaluate the proposed defense mechanisms. This
brings into question the applicability of these methods in
real large-scale networks.
• Some proposals require changes to SDN infrastructure el-
ements such as switches and other network appliances.
These solutions are unlikely to be used in practice as any
requirement for major modification in the infrastructure is
a barrier to deployment.

• Most proposals assume that the entire network is an SDN
infrastructure, and there is a lack of studies considering
hybrid networks where SDN and traditional networking are
used together.

• There is a lack of solutions utilizing service function chain-
ing (SFC) and examining the use of new protocols such as
Network Service Header (NSH) for building defense mecha-
nisms.

In the following subsections, we define and list some chal-
enges which need be investigated, and suggest directions for
urther research, based on the questions and issues mentioned
bove.

.1. More secure, reliable, and scalable SDN architectures

Defending SDN infrastructure components and offsetting the
ew risks created by SDN require carefully designed architectures
or both the network and the software to control it. Security,
eliability, and scalability are three indispensable goals to be met
n the design of network and controller architectures for SDN.

For more scalable and reliable architectures, a controller hi-
rarchy or multiple coordinated controllers could potentially be
tilized. These controllers could work together to realize extensi-
le network defense approaches. Developing such solutions that
anage the responsibilities of multiple controllers working in
oncert is an important research question. In a relevant study, Hu
t al. [140] propose an SDN controller architecture called Mimic
etwork Operating System (MNOS) based on the idea of cyber
imic defense, which improves resiliency and security through

ncreased redundancy. More specifically, MNOS employs multiple
ifferent controllers and introduces a mimic layer into the SDN
ontroller architecture to select a subset of these controllers to
e active together at a given time. This architecture enhances
ecurity against attacks attempting to exploit vulnerabilities in
he SDN controller to achieve results such as controller hijacking
nd data modification. The heterogeneity in the set of controllers
educes the risk that a vulnerability in a particular controller may
ecome an attack vector.
Any multi-controller architecture such as the one described

bove will need to employ new modules to coordinate the actions
f the controllers and maintain state consistency at all times.
hese new modules should be developed in such a way to mini-
ize the risk of causing security vulnerabilities. Additionally, the
ontrollers should be close enough in functionality to be used as
ubstitutes for one another, but also dissimilar enough to ensure
hat the same vulnerability will not exist in two different con-
rollers. For this reason, another important challenge is devising
ethodologies for evaluating both the functional similarity and

he structural dissimilarity between two given controllers, and
inding the best way of choosing a set of diverse but functionally
quivalent controllers.
Dynamic, distributed, highly available, and scalable SDN-based

etwork defense architectures will make use of network service
unctions. The management and orchestration of security func-
ions is a popular research area, and there is a need for increased
ocus on this problem in emerging domains such as 5G, IoT, and
actile Internet. Specifically, more studies are needed to analyze
he potential impact of service function chaining (SFC) and pro-
ocols like Network Service Header (NSH) on the performance of
etwork defense solutions.
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6.2. Seamless integration of SDN with other technologies to create
added value

Integrating SDN-enabled networks with cyber threat intel-
ligence (CTI) services offers exciting opportunities for security.
CTI typically contains various information about cyber threats
that may include threat type, indicators, threat actor, tactics,
procedures, countermeasures, etc. Organizations obtaining this
information can task their security teams with interpreting it and
incorporating it into their defense mechanisms, but this approach
may not be agile enough to take timely actions. Instead, the
data collected from CTI sources can be used to automatically
generate forwarding rules in SDN for quicker response to cyber
threats. However, not every piece of CTI data can easily be turned
into a flow table entry on an SDN switch: there needs to be a
preprocessing stage to determine whether a particular piece of
intelligence can be used to construct a flow rule. To this end, clas-
sifying, enriching, and prioritizing CTI data via machine learning
will enable a stronger and more efficient network defense system.

Softwarization brings about new challenges and risks for net-
work security, such as widened attack surface and increased
potential impact for attacks. Novel proactive defense mechanisms
need to be developed to counter growing risks for SDN and
network functions virtualization (NFV) based cloud and carrier
networks. A particularly important technology that will be widely
used with 5G and future generation telecommunication technolo-
gies is network slicing, which necessitates a meticulous approach
to security to achieve its requirements of strong isolation among
slices and performance guarantees in the presence of attacks. We
expect that network slicing security in 5G and beyond will be a
major research topic for the next several years.

Blockchain is another emerging technology with a wide range
of application that includes cyber security. It has introduced
decentralized, transparent, robust, auditable, and secure architec-
ture solutions for various business domains. Security researchers
have proposed SDN and blockchain based security architectures
to realize distributed security mechanisms to deal with cyber at-
tacks. In the security literature, there are two main research areas
bringing together SDN and blockchain: blockchain-based secu-
rity enhancements for SDN-enabled networks, and blockchain-
based distributed DDoS mitigation using SDN. Blockchain-based
security enhancements for SDN-enabled networks have been pro-
posed in technological domains such as IoT [141–143], 5G [144,
145], SDON [146], etc. In the area of blockchain-based distributed
DDoS mitigation, there are a few recent works [109–111] using
SDN. We should note that neither blockchain nor SDN alone is
sufficient to mitigate DDoS attacks, however, recent studies focus
on the potential of blockchain to help reduce the resource con-
sumption and improve the performance of mitigation systems.
In addition to these, blockchains can be used to share cyber
threat intelligence between multiple domains and to mitigate
other cyber threats like ransomware, phishing, etc. More research
needs to be conducted in all of these areas to fully realize the
potential of blockchain-SDN integration.

IoT has become a particularly active domain for blockchain
applications in recent years. Ali et al. [147] describe general ap-
plication areas for IoT security through blockchains and Pohrmen
et al. [148] give brief information about blockchain-based SDN-
IoT architectures and frameworks. Blockchain-based IoT solutions
have inherent resource constraints, so there are research op-
portunities in developing optimized and lightweight blockchain-
based SDN security mechanisms for IoT [147,148]. One way to
simplify the implementation could be removing some features
from blockchain (e.g., security features against double spending)
which are not necessary for network security solutions. Moreover,
most blockchain solutions for IoT use smart contracts, however,
security standards for writing secure contracts are not defined
and used in IoT solutions. Thus, the issue of developing IoT smart
contracts using SDN in such a way that will not introduce new
vulnerabilities is also a potential avenue for future work. Another
research topic is distributed SDN control for IoT: blockchains can
be integrated into the SDN control plane to decentralize and
enhance security [147]. Different blockchain-based architectures
can be defined to manage IoT networks, govern resources and
defend them from attacks, such as the one proposed by Yang
et al. [142]. In 5G, blockchain technology can provide trusted
node collaboration in networks, so multiple network domains can
communicate securely using blockchains [149]. Yang et al. [144]
present an example of blockchain-based trusted multi-domain
collaboration systems in 5G. Investigating such uses of blockchain
for trusted multi-domain or network communication is another
promising research direction.

6.3. New SDN-based defense approaches

There are several SDN-based defense primitives discussed
throughout this study. Both new primitives and modular defense
systems making use of multiple primitives are necessary to deal
with modern cyber threats. In particular, researchers should
develop enhanced methods to improve the security of common
network protocols (ARP, DHCP, DNS, etc.) as well as newer proto-
cols such as NDP in IPv6. Defense mechanisms must be adaptive
and consider threat categories, attacker capabilities, and available
network resources. For instance, the adversarial network foren-
sics approach mentioned at the end of Section 4.1 presents a
new challenge to security researchers: designing networks to be
resistant to attack methods which exploit the openness of the
SDN architecture.

More studies are needed on SDN-based attack deception and
prevention using intelligent multipath routing, especially in hy-
brid networks where SDN has been only partially deployed. Pro-
posed multipath routing solutions should be able to overcome the
complications arising from the differences among the capabilities
of data plane elements. In addition, best practices should be
developed regarding the response to various cyber threats by
defining network service function chains based on threat category
and applying these chains effectively. We believe this survey
provides useful information on how different SDN-based defense
primitives have been employed to counter each type of attack.
Hence, researchers can use this work in their effort to construct
a blueprint for combining different defensive actions into an
effective and adaptable security policy.

6.4. Practical evaluation methodologies

Throughout this study, we have observed that there are nearly
as many different approaches to evaluating defense methods as
there are publications in this area. For example, test topolo-
gies used in different works include toy networks with only a
few hosts, larger topologies constructed on tools like Mininet,
campus networks, and large-scale testbeds. Also, some studies
consider only a single or very few attackers while others examine
the behavior of their solutions against coordinated, distributed
attacks. Last but not least, there is considerable variability in
the evaluation metrics of different studies: for instance, some
papers proposing solutions against DoS focus on the utilization of
resources such as CPU and flow table space as their primary met-
rics, while others highlight end-to-end effects like data transfer
rates and round-trip time. These discrepancies make it harder to
compare the merits of different solutions in the literature.

In the field of moving target defense (MTD), a recent work
by Connell et al. [150] recognizes the aforementioned problem
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nd tackles it by proposing an analytic model to evaluate MTD
olutions. The proposed model enables computing metrics such as
esponse time, resource availability, the chance of success for the
ttacker, etc. for a given MTD system. It also allows exploring the
radeoff between security and performance by varying several pa-
ameters including reconfiguration rate, request arrival rate, time
aken to reconfigure a resource, and maximum number of simul-
aneous reconfigurations. The broader security research commu-
ity would benefit from similar methodologies and benchmarks
or evaluating all classes of SDN defense approaches based on
erformance, scalability, availability, applicability, and security.
The amount, quality, and variety of network traffic data are

lso important for evaluating the proposed defense methods.
or this reason, traffic data generated and collected on realistic
DN-based network topologies need to be compiled into various
atasets for different kinds of attacks and made available to re-
earchers. This is particularly important for both developing and
valuating machine learning based solutions to attack detection
nd response in SDN.

. Conclusion

SDN has emerged as a new network architecture with numer-
us benefits for managing networks dynamically. Along with NFV,
hese two popular paradigms have ushered in the age of network
oftwarization, which offers opportunities related to security for
oth defenders and attackers. Understanding cyber threats and
sing cyber threat intelligence data to secure software networks
re now more critical for effective defense against both known
hreats and zero day attacks.

This study presents a systematic review of cyber threat cate-
ories and related defense approaches using SDN in the literature.
ur focus is on SDN-based solutions for preventing or miti-
ating attacks categorized as scanning, spoofing, DoS, sniffing,
alware and social engineering, and web application attacks. For
ach category, the studies in the literature are reviewed and the
efense approach in each one is summarized. Furthermore, a
horough evaluation of defense approaches, as well as open issues
nd future directions are given. We believe this study will be
aluable for researchers in this field and security professionals
ooking to apply new defense solutions in modern networking
nvironments.
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